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ABSTRACT

This Final Technical Report on Contract DAAH0O-7* -C-1192 discusses
investigations of tracking errors associated with a particular monopulse
phased-array radar system, called the Experimental Array Radar (EAR). The
free-space performance of the EAR is first analyzed and degradations of
performance due to particular target Doppler shifts and multipath returns
are noted. A computer analysis of the tracking performance of the EAR is then
presented, and it is noted that there are significant tracking errors due to
multipath returns for targets at altitudes less than 1200 feet. An analysis
of the effectiveness of frequency-agile operation in reducing the effects
of these multipath returns is presented, which shows that the available
frequency-agility bandwidth of a modified EAR would significantly reduce
multipath-induced tracking errors, particularly for higher antenna and target
locations. Improved M.T filters which provide more nearly uniform responses
for a wide range of Doppler frequencies are then discussed and a number of
representative improved filter responses' presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This Final Technical Rep•ort describes w;ork performed for the U. S. Army
Missile Command under Contract DAAH01-71-C-1192 from May 1971 through May 1972.
The investigations carried out during this period involved analyzing the
Experimental Array Radar (EAR) being constructed by the Missile Systems
Laboratory, and developing methods for improving its performance.

These investigations were initially based on w~rk performed for the
Missile Command under Contract DAAHOI-70-C-0535 [1] , under which Georgia
Tech examined the effects of polarization agility on monopulse radar angle
tracking. The techniques and target models developed under this earlier
Missile Command contract formed the basis for a substantial portion of the
work performed under the current contract.

The initial phase of the program was concerned with preliminary analyses
of the performance of the EAR system and identification of areas of marginal
performance. A modified C-Band radar at Georgia Tech was used to estimate
anticipated radar cross-section of targets for incorporation into this
preliminary performance analysis. Results of this preliminary analysis are
presented in Section II, and indicate deterioration in the performance of the
EAR when the target has a relatively low Doppler frequency and/or when strong
multipath returns are being received by the system.

The effect of strong multipath returns on the tracking performance of
the EAR when tracking low-flying targets is analyzed in some detail in Section
III. The applicability of frequency agility to the EAR system for the purpose
of minimizing these multipath-induced errors is discussed in Section IV. "'1he
analyses in both of these chapters leans heavily on a computer prediction of
the EAR performance which included realistic representation of antenna
beamshapes, null positions, and sidelobe levels.

The design of optimum MTI processors for use in the EAR system is treated
in some detail in Section V. Previous work in digital processing is reviewed
and improved procedures for design of processors having optimum responses
for a range of Doppler shifts are prescnted.

Conclusions and recommendationb :csulting from this study are presented
in Section VI.

Numbers in brackets refer to References in Section VII.



II. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF EAR PERFORMANCE

The initial step in the research program was a preliminary system
analysis to define the performance of the EAR and to focus attention to those
areas where performance is marginal. First, the free-space signal-to-noise
ratio was calculated for the EAR system, and the effect of thermal noise on
angle-tracking accuracy was analyzed. Next, the effect of multipath returns
entering the antenna sidelobes (the high angle tracking case) was considered,
and finally signal-to-clutter ratios were calculated 'or the EAR system

A. Free-Space Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The system parameters assumed in the preliminary analysis of the free-

space signal-to-noise ratio for the EAR system were:

P = peak transmitted power = 75 kW;
t

G = antenna gain (assumed to be same for both transmit and
receive modes) = 25 dB;

X = wavelength = 5.45 x 10-2 meters (5.5 GHz); and

N = noise power = -93 dBm (10-dB noise figure, lO-104z bandwidth).

The free-space, single-pulse, signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), is given by

SIN t G 2.245 x 10160

N (4T) 3R4 R4

where

R = range in meters, and

a = target radar cross-section in square meters.

The average signal-to-noise ratio (averaged over all Doppler frequencies
and relative phases) is unaffected by MTI processing. This can be seen
readily by considering that the average power gain of a two-channel MTl
processor is six, and that six noise samples are added during processing, so
that the output signal-to-noise is unaffected. In a single-channel processor,
the average gain is reduced to three (due to the necessity of averaging over
all relative phases) but now only three noise pulses are added, so the output
signal-to-noise ratio remains unchanged.

When processing in triplets, as in the EAR system [21, the 48 pulses on
a target produce 16 independent qamples. Approximately 10 dB should be added
to the signal-to-noise ratio calculated earlier to account for effects of
integration of these 16 samples. Figure I shows the average free-space signal-
to-noise ratio as a function of range for several values of targeL -idar
cross-section.

Preceding page blank
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Figure 1. Average signal-to-noise ratio for the EAR system as a
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the response at the specific target Doppler frequency
obtained from Figure 2.
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The average signal-to-noise ratio is given by the above expression;
however, the response at a particular Doppler frequency may be considerably
different from this average value. The frequency response for the conventional

three-pulse MTI filter is derived in Appendix A and plotted in Figure 2.
Figure 2 has been normalized so that the signal-to-noise ratio for a given
target may be determined by adding the response at the desired Doppler frequency
from Figure 2 to the values read from Figure 1. For very slow targets and for

targets near the blind speed, substantial reductions in performance are
possible. The design of improved MTI filters having more nearly uniform
response is discussed in Section V.

B. Tracking Errors Due to Glint and Thermal Noise
The rms tracking error due to thermal noise has been derived by a

number of authors to be [3]

ek 2BT (S/N)

m

where

Ot rms angle-tracking error,

e = 3 dB antenna beamwidth,

k = difference-channel error slope,
m

B = i-f bandwidth,

T = pulse length, and

S/N = signal-to-noise power rati ,

0
If one assumes BT 2, k = 1.57, and e = 2 which might be reasonable choices,

then m

a !0.9

where at is expressed in degrees.

This rms tracking error in degrees is plotted as a function of range

in Figure 3 for a number of target radar cross-sections. The 10 dB of inte-

gration gain included in Figure I is also incorporated into the results shown

in Figure 3. The signal-to-noise ratio used was the average over all

Doppler frequencie.; at some particular frequencies, the performance may be

appreciably worse due to the frequency response of the MTI processor.

The treatment of rms error du2 to target glint may be considerably

simplified by characterizing the target by an ",ains effective length," Leff.

5
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Figure 3. Average tracking errors due to thermal noise and glint as
functions of range for the EAR system. Integration improvement
in signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB is included.
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The rms angular error in degrees as a function of range is also plotted in
Figure 3 for targets having several values of L . Results of analyses
performed during earlier contracts at Georgia Tecn and surveys of the
available literature indicate that an effective length of from 5 to 10 meters
in azimuth is representative of values to be expected from many targets of
interest. The effective length in elevation will probably be somewhat less;
reasonable values probably lie between l and 3 meters.

Figure 3 indicates that the region of maximum average angle tracking
accuracy lies roughly between 3 and 7 km, depending upon the specific choices
of target radar cross-section and effective target length assumed.

C. Radar Angle Tracking Errors Due to Multipath Returns
The preceding analyses indicate the magnitude of errors to be expected

when targets are being tracked under free-space conditions. Additional
tracking errors are introduced by reflections from the surface of the earth.
Two different methods of analysis have been used to study these tracking
errors. Barton [3] discusses the case where the interfering signal is considered
to be noiselike with random phase, and with amplitude determined both by the
sidelobe ratio for the direction of arrival of the multipath signal and by the
reflection coefficient of the reflecting surface. Another method of analysis
assumes the multipath signal to be a return from a second Larget whose
amplitude is given by the product of the sidelobe ratio and the reflection
coefficient of the reflecting surface. The errors are then those of this
two-scatterer target as their relative phase changes. Comparing results of
these two analyses, plotted in Figure 4, shows them to be in substantial
agreement.

For high elevation angles, an average sidelobe level of 25-dB and a
surface reflectivity of 0.5 results in a multipath signal approximately 31 dB
down. From Figure 4, this corresponds to an error of approximately 0.018
beamwidths or 0.04 degrees; such errors will only limit the tracking accuracy
for targets having large cross-sections near the region of m~ximum accuracy.
While this limits the maximum accuracy attainable for 1-10 m cross-section
targets for ranges approximately 5 - 10 km, the problem becomes worse for
low-angle targets, wnere the image target is more strongly illuminated and
the multipath return represents a target which is stronger and less random
in nature. A more detailed computer analysis of radar tracking performance
in this region is discussed in Section III.

D. Clutter Effects on the EAR
The limitations on clutter cancellation with digital MTI as implemented

in the EAR system appear to be due to quantization errors in the analog-to-
digital conversion process, rather than the actual clutter residue associated
with the frequency response of the filter and the width of the clutter spectra.
The calculations in Appendices A and B indicate the clutter residue produced
by a conventional three-pulse canceller processing return from wooded hills in
a 20-knot wind is approximately -83 dB, while the limitation on cancellaLion
due to analog-to-digital quantization error for an eight-bit-plus-sign
conversion is approximately -53 dB.

8
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The received signal-to-clutter power ratio (S/C) before MTI processing
may be approximated by

aSrtS 1 2

/C = rtrg x 2
0 R6A Tc

where

a = target radar cross-section,

Srt = gain in the sum channel on reception for target,

S rt = gain in the sum channel on reception for reflected energy,
rg

0
a = radar cross-section per unit area of clutter,

R = range,

A = azimuth 3-dB beamwidth,
A

T = pulse length, and

c = velocity of light.

For the vertical array, where the broae azimuth beamwidth (approximately 300)
results in large clutter power and the broad transmitting pattern is assumed

to illuminate the clutter and the target with approximatley equal intensity,
the S/C ratio is a function of elevation angle. However, if elevation
greater than approximately 20, the gain for the clutter signal will be
approximately the average gain in the sidelobes of the vertical array. For
simplicity, assume that this gain is approximately -25 dB. Values of S/C
ratio may now be calculated and then modified by the clutter cancellation of
the system.

A plot of the average signal-to-clutter ratio after cancellation for a
one-microsecond pulse and various rations of a/a 0 valid for elevation angles
greater than approximately 20 is presented in Figure 5. These values must
be modified by the response of the MTI processor for the particular target
velocity.

2 o

To illuitrate the use of Figure 5, consider a = I m and C = -20 dB or
a/ao = 100 m = 20 dBsm. The average signal-to-clutter ratio is approximately
43 dB at a range of 10 km. However, the frequency response of the MTI
processor must be added to this value; since the processor response may be
substantially smaller than -20 dB, the value obtained from Figure 5 may be
modified substantially. This reduction of signal-to-clutter ratio is another
manifestation of nonuniform Doppler responses produced by conventional WI

processors, and illustrates the need for improved MTI filter responses as
discussed in Section V.
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III. MULTIPATH EFFECTS ON EAR ANGLE TRACKING ACCURACY

A. Introduction
In the previous section, it was noted that multipath reflections returned

to the antenna through the low-amplitude sidelobes of the EAR antenna do not
limit system performance except for the case of large targets near the region
of maximum accuracy. However, when target elevation is reduced, multipath
returns become stronger, errors are less random in nature, and tracking
accuracy lessens; consequently, multipath signals in this situation can
seriously limit EAR system performance.

Characteristics of the target, reflecting surface, tracking antenna, and
radar data processor all influence the nature and severity of multipath-
induced tracking errors. A computer program was written to assist in
determining the effects of these factors on tracking performance of the EAR
in multipath situations. The program permits calculation of elevation-angle
tracking error, and signal amplitude and phase variations, and allows imple-
mentation of various processing techniques.

The geometry of the target trajectory, calculation of received signals
and indicated errors, antenna pattern generation, program organization, and
results of this computer analysis are discussed in the following paragraphs.

B. Geometry of the Target Trajectory
The analysis assumes a target flying at constant altitude on a radial

path toward the antenna as shown in Figure 6. Target altitude is denoted by
H and the antenna is located at height H . The surface is assumed to be
flat, so that simple specular reflection occurs, and to hav( a reflection
coefficient p (in most of the analyses p was assumed to be real). The angles
necessary to define the geometry are indicated in Figure I as follows:

THT Angle between antenna and target measured from horizontal

THIM Angle between antenna and target image measured from
horizontal

THANT Pointing angle of antenna normal measured from horizontal

THSCAN Angle at which antenna beam is scanned from antenna normal

THBEAM Pointing angle of antenna beam measured from horizontal

THI Angle between antenna beam and target measured from antenna
base

TH2 Angle between antenna beam and target image measured from
antenna beam

Preceding page blank
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C. Calculation of Received Signals and Indicated Errors
"In the EAR system, the signals are transmitted throcigh the horizontal

array and received through both the horizontal and vertical arrays; therefore,
different antenna gains apply on transmission and reception when tracking with
the vertical array. With reference to Figure 6, let S and D represent
the sum-pattern gain and difference-pattern gain, respectively, of the phased-
array antenna upon reception in the a direction; similarly S will denote
the transmitting antenna gain in the o direction. The subscrit a wi.l denote
either the direction of the direct ray to the target ( a = t) or the ray
reflected from the ground to the target (a = g). When reflectJios are present,
the total signal received by the antenna will be a combination of signals
which traverse four paths. The first path is that directiy to the target
and back to the antenna, the second and third are paths having one refle.:tion
from the ground surface, and the fourth involves two reflections from th,'
ground surface. Thus, the total signal received at the antenna (for the 'ýum
channel) is given by

S e-jkR -e RjkR + ekR e-jk(R + 6R) e-jkR. St r Stt p rg Srt

+Sg pe S-jk(R + 6R) -j(kR + 8R)
tg rg

where p is the ground reflection coefficient and 6R is the range difference
between direct and reflected paths to the target. The decrease in signal
level due to the increase in range by an amount 6R is neglected as a second-
order effe•^ Simplifying and changing the phase reference to delete the
factor e 3 ha there results:

S = S ttrt (SttSrg + S tgSrt) pe" k6R + p2Stg Srge-j2k6R

In a similar fashion, the difference signal strength is found to be:

-jk6R + Pgt-Jk8R +2S D ejk6R
D = SttDt + pSttDge + pS tgDt ek +R P + tg gD 9

The indicated error, e . may then be calculated from the ratio of the

difference signal to the sum signal as

6e =K Im (+)

'i where K is a constant chosen to give unity error slope at boresight and is
a function of antenna pattern beamwidth and beamshape. A typical plot of
indicated angular error versus actual angular error is presented in Figure 7
for K = 0.86. Because the error functions become less sensitive as the antenna

15
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is scanned (due to increasing antenna beamwidth) it may be advantageous to
rmake K a function of scan angle so the curves for all scan angles have
approximately unity slope at the origin. Curves for this case are shown in
Figure 8 where K = 0.845 + 0.335 (8 scan/30).

D. Antenna Pattern Generation
For the system simulation, it was decided to use a simple scheme that

would give an adequate representation of the antenna patterns to be approxi-
mated. The characteristics of the antenna pattern used for the computer
analysis of vertical array are shown in Table I, and compared with measured
values given in parentheses:

Table I - Antenna Pattern Characteristics

Parameter Boresight 50° Scan
Sum 3 dB BW 2 (2) 3 (3)

Gain Reduction 0 dB (0) 4 dB (3.5)

Sidelobe Level. -27 dB (-28) -30 dB (-28)

Peak Difference -2 dB (-2.7) -2.5 dB (-2.7)
Pattern Level
(referred to peak of
sum patterns)

The patterns were generated using assumed aperture illuminations of
the form

f(x) = A cos -IX
a

which result in far-field patterns having the form

g(u) = klF 2Cos U

T 2
2 -u

where

u k 2 F sin 1

To generate the sum and difference patterns, . is assigned values
0 and 6 + 6 , where Q is the offset angle of the bh.am. The two patterns
thus createg are adde2 and subtracted to produce sum and difference far-field
patterns ksee Figure 9). In order to cause the patterns to vary with scan
angle, both eo and F are made to be functions of scan angle, the specific
function being determined empirically to produce the desired pattern variation.

The transmitted signal is radiated through the horizontal array which
has very nearly constant gain over a wide range of elevation angles. The
elevation pattern for this antenna was simulated as being that of an isotropic
radiator.

17
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E. Program Organization
The computer program used for analysis (Appendix E) consists of a large

main program which performs input and output tasks with several subroutines
to do specialized computations. All parameters are initialized in the main
program; this program controls the execution of the various subroutines.
The subroutine ERRO, for example, provides for calculation of the indicated
angular error between antenna and target and returns this information to the
main program for antenna beam-pointing calculations. Trajectory prediction';
are computed in the main program, while frequency-agility calculations and
signal processing are performed in subroutine ERRO. The subroutine GAIN
calculates antenna pattern data (see Section E) and feeds this information
to ERRO. The remaining subroutines are used to perform statistical analyses
on the calculated data and produce output plots.

Various versions of the program include provision for different beam-
pointing calculations (including linear and parabolic predictions and
predictor-corrector filters) and the implementation of frequency agility.
The trajectory prediction programs fit linear and parabolic curves, respec-
tively, to a set of three data points to predict where the antenna beam should
be pointed for the next look. The frequency-agility program permits selection
of start and stop frequencies and thie frequency step size. Each frequency is
transmitted for three pulses and then stepped; when the stop frequency is
reached a new cycle is begun. Since a total of 48 pulses are transmitted
for each look at the target, the frequency parameters are normally chosen such
that 16 frequencies are transmitted before a new cycle is begun in order to
maximize the information obtained. Data from all frequencies may be averaged
to calculate the indicated angular position of the target or adaptive-processing
techniques may be used to select data samples from the available set.

F. Results of Computer Analysis
From the computer analysis are obtained plots of the elevation tracking

error in feet as a function of time. These results are affected by antenna
height and tilt angle, target height and backscattering characteristics, radar
frequency, and the properties of the reflecting surface. A representative
plot of tracking error is shown in Figure 10; this particular run was calculated
for an isotropic-scatterer target having a radial velocity of 250 mph, and
was initiated at a distance of ten miles. The frequency of operation was
chosen to be 5.5 GHz, and the physical face of the antenna was vertical
(antenna normal horizontal). The reflection at the earth surface was charac-
terized by a (voltage) reflection coefficient of 0.5.

The beamshape produced by the antenna varies with scan angle, beamwidth
being minimum when the beam is normal tc, the face of the array, and broader
for non-zero scan angles. Therefore, the physical orientation of the antenna
may be chosen so as to minimize antenna beamwidth and maximize tracking accuracy
for the region of most interest. Figure 11 shows the effect of tilting the
antenna back, which enhances accuracy at high angles at the expense of low-
angle accuracy (compare with Figure 10). The most desirable tilt angle for
the antenna depends upon a number of factors and may differ with mission
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requirements. An angle of 30 was chosen arbitrarily for use in most of the
remaining computer analyses.

Figures 11 and 12 present a comparisonof results for lit = 300 ft and
H =500 ft for an antenna tilt angle of 30 . These two figures illustrate
the influence of target height on che multipath-induced tracking errors. The
target hiight is seen to influence both the amplitude and frequency of these
multipath-induced errors. These errors are also affected by changes in antenna
height: Figure 13 shows the same situation as Figure 11 (on a different time
scale), but with antenna height reduced to 15 feet. The peak amplitude of the
tracking error is somewhat less at the lower antenna height, and the frequency
of the excursions is significantly lower.

Numerous runs of the type shown in Figures 9 - 13 were performed in order

to define more clearly the effect of multipath returns on the tracking accuracy
of the EAR system. An antenna tilt angle of 300 was selected for most of
these analyses, and an isotropic-scatterer target having a radial velocity of
250 mph was used. A surface reflection coefficient of 0.5 was chosen for all

of these analyses. Figure 14 summarizes the results as plots of peak-to-
peak tracking error as a function of target height for two values of antenna

height chosen to approximate the heights of the initial EAR Test Bed site

and a similar antenna mounted en a tracked vehicle. Figure 14 indicates
that multipath error is significant for targets below 1200 feet, and is
maximum at altitudes of about 400 to 800 feet.

Figure 14 shows that tracking error due to multipath can be of such a
magnitude as to severely limit radar system performance. Various methods

for alleviating the effect of multipath returns have been proposed, and are

discussed at length in an earlier Georgia Tech report [4]. The most practical

method for implementation with the EAR is frequency agility, and the appli-
cability of this approach to the EAR system is discussed in detail in the
next section.
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IV. APPLICABILITY OF FREQUENCY AGILITY TO THE EAR

Frequency agility is often proposed as a method for reducing effects
of both glint and multipath on radar tracking accuracy. The effectiveness
of frequency agility on glint-induced tracking errors has been investigated
in an earlier Georgia Tech report [4]. While the EAR presents a somewhat
different situation (C-band vs X-Band), the results set forth in that
report are generally indicative of what could be achieved if frequency
agility were used with the EAR system in tracking a free-space target.

The analysis presented in Section III shows that the effect of
multipath returns on the EAR system performance is significant for targets
at altitudes less than 1200 ft. Numerous methods for reducing the tracking

error have been proposed; these include multiple-height antennas, space
diversity (in the azimuth plane), high-resolutio,. antennas, polarization
agility, shaped antenna beams, and frequency agility. The discussions
in an earlier Georgia Tech Report [5], coupled with the physical constraints
of the EAR system, make frequency agility seem to be a promising candidate
technique for reducing multipath-induced tracking drrors. Therefore, an
investigation of the effectiveness of frequency agility in reducing these
multipath-induced tracking errors was begun.

When frequency agility is used, a set of pulses is radiated in sequence
with frequency changed from pulse to pulse; the received pulses are either
averaged to obtain a more accurdte, stable, and repeatable indication of
target position, or a selection rule is used to select optimum data from the
available set. In the remainder of this section, the term "frequency agility"
will be used to describe the averaging process, and the term "adaptive pro-
cessing" used to denote the selection process.

Changing the transmitted frequency permits the acquisition of a number
of independent samples of target location by changing the relative phase
between direct and indirect rays (altering their electrical path lengths).
by changing the amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient of the
reflecting surface, or by affecting the scattering characteristics of the
target. Within the normally achievable bandwidths of most frequency-agile
radars, the reflection coefficient of many reflecting surfaces remains
essentially unchanged. The effect of small frequency changes on target
characteristics has not been exhaustively investigated, but should be small
for most low-altitude targets, particularly in the vertical plane [51. Thus,
the principal mechanism by which frequency changes affect tracking error is
the change in relative phase of direct and indirect signals received at the
antenna. These changes in electrical path length produce what are often
substantial shifts in the location in range of the extremes of the tracking
errors. Figures 1f through 19 show the tracking errors for the EAR system
with operating frequencies of 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 Gliz. The changes in
the pattern of the tracking error with changes in frequency are clearly seen,
and these changes indicate that practical frequency changes may indeed be
effective in obtaining a number of independent samples for further processing.
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While coherent systems such as the EAR may usually be modified for
frequency agility with a minimum of transmitter and antenna changes, care
must be taken not to degrade the system MTI performance. In the EAR degrada-
tion is circumvented by use of a "triplet" canceller as opposed to the normal
"sliding window" canceller [6]. A central consideration in implementing such
a system is the amount of frequency agility bandwidth required; this topic
is discussed in the next section.

A. Required Overall Frequency Agility Bandwidth
An approximate estimate of the amount of overall frequency change

required may be arrived at by considering the relative phase of indirect and
direct rays. The relative phase. ý, between signals which traverse two paths
whose physical lengths differ by AR is given by

S=2rr AR = 2r rAR
X c

When frequency agilty is used, in order to sample all possible indicated
target positions, it is necessary to change ý by Tr; the corresponding required
frequency change, Af, may be arrived at as follows:

S+ TT = 2.r(f + 6f) AR

c

or

Af c
2AR "

Taking c = 3 x 108 m/sec, then

3 x 108
A - 2AR

and if Af is Miz and AR in meters,

Af = 150/AR

Since for mulipath situation [71,

2H (11 + 11)
AR aa t

R

the required frequency change becomes

Af ~ 75f
SIHa (a T t

The required changes for 11 = 15 feet and 100 feet have been calculated
and are plotted in Figures 20 and 21. These data indicate that the 400 to
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500 MHz potential frequency agility bandwidth of the EAR system is sufficient
to be at least partially effective in reducing multipath effects on the EAR,
particularly for higher altitude targets, higher antenna site, and shorter
ranges.

B. Effect of Frequency Agility on Angle Tracking Performance
The computer analysis of EAR tracking performance described earlier was

used as tool to examine the effectiveness of frequency agility in reducing
multipath-induced angle tracking errors. The format selected was to radiate
16 frequencies and wait 0.1 seconds between looks at the target. The indicated
angular errors for each of the 16 frequencies were then averaged together
to provide an estimate of true target position.

The degree of improvement that may be realized with frequency agility
is a function of target and antenna heights, and of the frequency-agility
bandwidth (overall frequency excursion). Data from a number of runs have
been summarized by presenting peak-to-peak tracking error as a function of
target height for various frequency-agility bandwidths and antenna heights.

Figure 22 shows one such set of data, indicating the effectiveness of
various frequency-agility bandwidths in reducing multipath-induced tracking
error. The three curves plotted in Figure 22 represent the performance
achievable with fixed-frequency operation, 200-fiz bandwidth frequency-agile
operation, and 400 MHz bandwidth frequency-agile operation for a 100-foot
antenna height. The 400-MHz bandwidth is particularly effective in reducing
these errors, especially for higher targets.

As discussed earlier and shown in Figures 20 and 21, the antenna height
influences the amount of frequency excursion necessary. Figure 23 shows the
results obtained when frequency agility was used with a 15-foot antenna
height. While tracking performance was improved with frequency agility, the
improvement is not as dramatic as seen in Figure 22 for 100-foot antenna
height.

The reflection coefficient also influences the tracking performance of
the EAR in a multipath situation. A reflection coefficient of P = 0.5 was
used for most of these analyses, however, both higher and lower values of
P were also used during the course of the analysis. Figure 24 shows the
results obtained when a value of p = 0.7 was used, indicating the while the
magnitude of the errors increases with increasing p, the relative effectiveness
of frequency agility remains essentially the same.

These data indicate that substantial reduction in angle tracking error
is possible when frequency agility is used in the EAR system, provided the
full frequency agility bandwidth of the EAR system is utilized.

C. Adaptive Processingý for the EAR System
Use of the relative phase difference between sum and difference signals

as an indication of the acceptability (or quality) of the tracking information
is based on the fact that when tracking a single target in free space, the
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difference signal has relative phase of 0 or 180 (depending on which side of
the axis the target lies) when compared with the sum signal. When several
unresolved targets (or a single target and its image) are illuminated by the
radar, this phase relationship no longer holds. The basis of one adaptive
processing scheme is to use this relative phase between sum and difference
signals, the so-called Complex Indicated Angle (CIA) [8] as a measure of the
quality of the position data. A plot of the CIA as a function of time for the
same run shown in Figure 17 is given in Figure 25. A correlation is seen
between the phase deviations of the CIA from 0 and 180 0and the peaks of the
tracking error. However, these phase variations are rather small and the
presence of thermal noise, random target characteristics, and equipment
inaccuracies would probably make it difficult to appreciably improve the quality
of the track data by using the CIA.

Use of the amplitude of the received sum signal as a means of identifying
acceptable track data has also been proposed [9]. Figure 26 shows the amplitude
of the sum signal for the same situation shown earlier in Figure 17. Comparing
these two figures indicates a high degree of correlation between the minimum
of the received signals and the peaks of large tracking error. This is
probably the most significant correlation which may be used to assess the
quality of tracking information, and on which has been proposed to reduce
glint-induced tracking errors. In the multipath situation, when tracking a
complex target, variations in target cross-section with frequency may be as

( large or larger than the variations in received power due to multipath sienals.
Thus, there is no guarantee that optimum processing is bbtained by selecting
the signal of minimum amplitude. However, weighting of the track information
based on the amplitude of the received sum signal appears to be a reasonable
approach, since it has a high likelihood of improving the overall quality of
track data, if for no other reason than that low-amplitude signals likely to
be corrupted by thermal noise will be deemphasized. Computer analysis of more
complex target models in a multipath situation using adaptive processing has
shown no clearly identifiable improvement in the quality of track data over
conventional frequency agility. While there were cases where track data
improvea appreciably, there were also cases where it did not, depending
upon details of the lobing of the target and the lobing due to multipath.
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V. IMPROVED MTI PROCESSORS

A number of factors enter into che design and specification of the data
processor for an MTI radar system. Among the constraints are requirements
that the system have sufficient clutter attenuation for operation in a heavy
clutter environment, that the target detectability remain relatively constant
for the range of expected Doppler frequencies, and that processing be performed
using some specified number of received pulses. The motivation for the first
two requirements are rather obvious, and the last requirement is dictated by
the desire to minimize the number of pulses required on a given target (and
consequently to maximize the number of targets which can be invostigated)
in a beam-agile radar such as a phased-array radar, or by the desire to
optimize performance when frequency agility is used (by minimizing the number
of pulses transmitted at one frequency).

The basic points to be developed in this section are these: (1) The
optimum MTl processor (optimum from a point of view of statistical detection
theory) which operates on more than two received pulses has not yet been
developed. (2) If such a processor had been developed, its performance
would be limited by practical equipment considerati.ons. (3) Several improved
filter designs for unstaggered prf systems have been developed which offer
substantial clutter attenuation while maintaining more nearly uniform response
to various Doppler frequencies. (4) Similar improved filter designs are
needed for the staggered prf case.

In this section, several design procedures are presented for the realiza-
tion of improved MITI processors (cancellers, or clutter filters), and charac-
teristics of processors designed using these procedures are discussed. Section
A reviews receivers that are optimum from the point of view of statistical
detection theory. Previous work directed toward development of optimum
digital MTI processors is presented in Section B, where difficulties in
obtaining acceptable M14 processor performance are discussed, and realistic
constraints set by equipment limitations and by system performance specifications
are outlined. MT1 processors that are optimum from a filter-design point of
view are developed in Section C, and conventional filter design procedures are
reviewed in Section D. In Section E, several design procedures for use in
unstaggered MTI radar systems are outlined. Some representative results of
filter responses developed using these design procedures will be presented,
and the limitations of each approach discussed.

M1I filtets for use in systems employing staggered prf are briefly
discussed in Section F. The effect of using several different pulse stagger
ratios ir. a staggered prf system is analyzed, and available design procedures
for staggered systems are summarized.

A. Use of Statistical Detection Theory in Developing Optimum MTI Receivers

Development of optimum receivers has been of substantial interest since

radar was first developed. The earliest optimum receiver was for detection

of a single pulse in white noi-a. This concept led to the development of the
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so-called "matched filter" [10,11,121, namely, one which maximizes peak signal-
to-noise ratio, and has a frequency response given by the complex conjugate
of the voltage spectrum of the received pulse.

If the power spectrum of the noise plus received clutter varies with
frequency (so-called colored noise), then the optimum filter response becomes
(except for a constant time delay) the complex conjugate of the voltage
spectrum of the received pulse divided by the power spectrum of the receiver
noise plus received clutter [13,14]. This fact was used by Urkowitz [15] to
derive optimum receivers for detection of targets in clutter.

Rihaczek [16] has pointed out that the class of filters developed by
Urkowitz is optimum only when thermal noise may be neglected, and that the
presance of both fluctuating clutter and thermal noise requries more complex
filters than those developed by Urkowitz.

If desired targets and unwanted clutter returns are separated in time
(range) and/or in frequency, substantial improvement in performance is possible
using combined signal and filter optimization. Delong and Hoffsteader [17,18]
consider the problem of detection of a point target in random clutter using
combined signal-receiver optimization. The detection of a target of known
Doppler shift has been treated by Stuart and Westerfield [19] and by Van Trees
[20]. Spafford [21,22], Stutt and Spafford [23], and Rummler [24] have treated
the optimum reciever when clutter and target signals have different areas of
occupancy ou the range-frequency plane.

In many cases the expected Doppler shift of the received signal is not
known, a priori, and the expected range of signals overlaps the clutter in
both range and in frequency. The optimum estimation receiver for this case
becomes essentially a bank of matched filters, one for each expected Doppler
frequency [25]; this configuration is very similar to the pulsed Doppler radar
which employs a comb filter or a filter bank followed by a threshold for both
velocity estimation and target detection.

The optimum detection receiver corresponding to the conventional MTI
radar system appears to have been first discussed in the radar context by
Wainstein and Zubakov [26]. Because of the importance of this work, their
basic approach to this problem will be briefly reviewed.

The formulation of the optimum MTI receiver is one of testing general
Gaussian hypotheses for the case of a nonfluctuating target and interfering
signals which are Gaussian random variables. Two hypothese H and HI are
defined in terms of the received signal as follows:

H 0: r(t) = n(t)

SI : r(t) = n(t) +re(t) ,

where m(t) is a received signal reflected from a point target; in general
m(t) will have experienced some Doppler shift. The interfering signal n(t) is
due to both thermal. noise and reflections from clutter.
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Define several matrices:

the observation matrix,

r =

rnj

the mean of the matrix r,

m = E(r)

the covariance matrix

A Cov(r) = E [(r - m).(rT- ,T)]

and the inverse covariance matrix

2 = A-'

The optimum Bayes and Neyman-Pearson tests are both likelihood
ratios. The likelihood ratio (which is a function *'f both the Doppler shift
Pd due to target radial velocity and the initial phase of the received signal e)
is given by Van Trees [27),"

Ljr(8,) Wd) = exp [{ T-m)Qr m)-TQr]

under the assumption that the mean value of n(t) = 0.

Since Q is symmetric about its diagonal, that is, QT = Q, then mTQm = rTQm.
Using this fact, the likelihood ratio may be written

L IE (ce, wd ) = exp [-½ (M TQr)] exp (M T Q E-)
Since both the anticipated Doppler shift, w , and the initial phase

are unknown, the average likelihood ratio test teen becomes, assuming all uWd
and 9 are equally probable,

L()= .2n exp [-½ T exp (m1 Q r) dwddO.

0 
4
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The evaluation of this likelihood ratio in a closed form is a formidable
task. The first integration introduces Bessel functions of the second kind
of order zero, making the second integration difficult. Wainstein and Zubakov
[26] have applied the addition formula for Bessel functions and evaluated this
integral exactly for the case where the observation consists of two pulses.

The optimum HrI receiver derived by Wainstein and Zubakov for processing
two received signals consists of optimum processing of both the in-phase and
quadrature components of tho received signal, pairwise subtraction of these
two in-phase and quadrature samples, formation of the square of each of these
differences, and comparison oV the sum of these squares with the threshold [261.
This processing corresponds to -he conventional two-pulse MTI canceller.

Selin [28] expanded the Bessel function of the second kind of order zero
in a power series valid for small ratios of signal to interfering signal in
order to simplify integration of the Bessel functions. Selin then further
confines his discussion to the case of white noise interference (which is
uncorrelated from pulse to pulse). The results of this analysis have limited
applicability due to their complexity and because in many cases of interest,
the interfering signal is highly correlated from pulse to pulse due to the
presence of strong clutter returns.

Brennon, Reed, and Sollfrey [29] approximate the integral of the Besse!
function by a finite sum. This approximation is used to compare the perfor-
mance of optimum receivers under various conditions, but it does not give
information concerning how to construct an optimum M-I receiver; only how to
approximate its performance by means of a Doppler filter bank.

From this review, it becomes evident that the specification of the
optimum Uri processor from the point of view of statistical detection theory
is a tormidable task, and one which has been solved exactly only for the case
of the two-pulse processor. Because of the difficulty in specifying the
performance of the optimum 1f1l receiver, considerable attention has been
focused on the design of optimum weighted sums for processing sampled
sequences of the return from moving targets in a clutter environment. This
work is summarized in the following section.

B. Optimization of MTI Processors Using Weighted Sums of Sampled Signals
It was brought out in the previous section that the optimum 11rl receiver,

from the point of view of statistical detection theory, is known only for the
two-pulse case. The receiver for'larger-numbers of received pulses has often
been approximated as a linear combination of a number of sample values of
either the in.-phase or the quadrature component of the received signal. Maximi-
zation of the ratio of average output signal (averaged over all expected values
of Doppler frequency shifts, w ) to interfe:.ing signal has been treated by
Capon [30]. Capon shows that Ehe optimum weight functions, defined as those
which optimize the average-output-signal-to-interfering-signal ratio (called
the reference gain, Gn , or more commonly the MrI improvement I) depend only

upon the covariance matrix of the interfering signal. For highly correlated
pulse-to-pulse interference, such as that due to slowly moving clutter, these
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optimum weight functions reduce to the conventional three-pulse canceller for
the case of processing three received pulses. Capon also shows that the
reference gain for the three-pulse canceller closely approximates that for
a large number of received pulses when processing signals in a background of
strongly correlated clutter.

There are two main objections to Capon's approach. First, there is no
reason to believe that the optimum processor may be realized in the general
configuration assumed by Capon; and second, the concept of the average system
gain, G , produces poor signal detectability at some Doppler frequencies of
interes2. It is perhaps appropriate to note that if the linear processing
format discussed by Capon were the configuration of the optimum processor,
then the optimum Neyman-Pearson test would be the one which maximizes G
(see, for example, Spafford [22]). n

The average gain Gn is maximized by increasing gain at frequencies where
clutter return is small and decreasing it at frequencies whereclutter is
significantly present. Thus, processors designed to maximize G may have
unacceptably low responses to targets with Doppler frequencies in the same
region as the clutter. The problem of optimizing che response of url systems
for a wide range of target Doppler frequencies may be approached by considering
the processor as a filter. This approach is developed in the next section.

C. MTI Processor Design as a Filter Optimization Problem
As discussed in the preceding section, maximization of the average

system gain, I, is often not a very satisfactory method for optimizing the
processing scheme for an HTI radar, since this leads to poor detectability
of targets having some particular range of Doppler frequency shifts. This
leads one to consider uniformity of response of the processor as a function
of wd as an important consideration in system design. This approach leads
naturally to considering the processor to be a filter having as inputs a signal
at the Doppler frequency and a signal from clutter plus thermal noise with
known power spectral density. Then the filter output can be plotted as a
function of input Doppler frequency; one such representation is shown in
Figure 27 for the conventional three-pulse canceller. As one can see, the
response is very non-uniform, and considerable improvement may be made in the
shape of the curve while still maintaining a substantial value of I.

The second reason why maximizing I is not always entirely suitable for
optimizing system response is that there are often substantial practical
limitations which are not included in the theory. Most modern high-performance
MTl proccssors utilize digital processing, mainly to obtain storage without
recirculating analog delay lines. While round-off error in the quantization
or digitizing process does not usually appreciably limit performance, analog-
to-digital quantization errors usually constrain I to be substantially less
than its theoretically achievable maximum value. A comprehensive treatment of
the limitations in improvement due to quantization errors is given in Appendix F.
Therefore, it is often possible for I to be reduced somewhaL, providing more
uniform detectability of targets of differenL Doppler shifts, without substan-
tially affecting overall system performance.
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Another factor which limits the performance of some real radar systems
is the presence of slowly moving discrete targets such as birds, insects, and
automobilas [31,321. The presence of these extraneous targets sometimes
requires that a "stop-band" be established, usually centered about zero
frequency, in order to reject these unwanted returns which would otherwise
completely overload the system.

Therefore, one might conclude from these remarks that a practical design

procedure for digital MTI filters would be: (1) establish a desired and
achievable value of I, based both on desired system performance and on practical
e-uipment limitations, (2) within this constraint, produce an optimally uniform
reeponse for all Doppler frequencies of interest, while (3) rejecting unwanted
returns. The filter responses are a function of the shape of the clutter
spectrum, the optimization criteria applied to the response (such as minimum
rms error, equal ripple in the pass band, etc.) and the expected range of
velocities of the desired and undesired targets.

The following discussions will be largely confined to consideration of
transversal filters [33,34] (nonrecursive filters or those with no internal
feedback loops), because in a real application only limited number of pulses
may be processed from each target. Several constraints determine the number
of pulses that may be processed from a given target. In a beam-agile radar
suchas a phased-array system, minimizing the number of pulses on a given
target maximizes the number of targets the radar can accomodate. If frequency
agility is used, the radar must remain at a given frequency for a sufficient
number of pulses to extract the desired information concerning a target;
minimizing the number of pulses on target thus maximizes the number of
available frequencies the radar may radiate in a specified time. The perfor-
mance of several conventional transversal digital HTrl filters is discussed
as Appendix A. While a recursive filter (one containing feedback loops) could
be used and its transient response truncated after the desired number of pulses,
the response of such a truncated recursive filter may always be realized as
a transversal filter. The difference between the two lies in the practical
implementation of the filter.

D. Conventional Digital-Filter Design Procedures
Various methods have been developed for designing digital filters [35,361.

Their design is often approached by defining an analog filter prototype and
appropriately transforming the response to obtain the z-transform of the desired
filter. In general, this approach yields a recursive filter; while this
filter's output may be truncated after the desired number of pulses, there is
generally little control over the number of pulses required to closely appro-
ximate the desired steady-state response.

To illustrate the errors in filter response that may occur due to
truncation of a recursive filter designed for a certain steady-state response,
a four-pole Butterworth filter response was considered. Its z-transform was
expanded to powers of z - by long division and the series truncated after
a selected number ol terms. The impulse response of the filter represented by
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this series was then calculated to determine the truncated frequency
response. Figure 28 compares the steady-state response and responses
obtained by truncating the filter response after 3, 5, and 7 pulses. As
can be seen, the response of the truncated series is a poor extreme case,
due to the rapid low-frequency roll-off of the filter, but it serves to
illustrate the need for specialized design procedures where the number of
available samples is limited.

Three procedures are commonly used in designing transversal digital
filters [35-43]. The first involves specifying the sampled finite
impulse response of a filter (obtained as an input specification or as a
transform of a frequency-sampled response) and utilizing an impulse-invariant
transformation to specify the digital filter. Various weighing windows may
be used to smooth the ripples in the resulting frequency response. The second
method uses a Fourier-series approximation (with appropriate windows often
incorporated) to a desired response, while the third method is a direct-search
method using linear programming techniques to optimize the desired response.
These techniques are not particularly applicable to the design of MTI processing
filters, since they do not incorporate clutter characteristics into the filter
design procedure as a design specification. In many cases they accept a
specific filter shape as the design goal, rather than developing optimum
processing for a predetermined number of received pulses, a constraint which
is determined by the energy budget of the overall radar system. Four techniques
that have been developed for design of optimum MTI processing filters for
radars using unstaggered prf's will be outlined in the next section. The
staggered prf case is considerably more complex; however, some related work
has been done in this area and will be reviewed in Section F.-

E. Optimum Transversal Digital-Filter Design Procedures for Unstaggered prf
Systems
The design of optimum MTI filters should take into account a number of

factors, including maintaining desired values of I, providing uniformity of
response for some range of Doppler frequencies, and in some cases providing
a stop-band (usually centered about zero frequency) for rejection of unwanted
targets. In this section four different design procedures are described which
take some of these factors into account.

1. "Cost" Minimization MTI Filter3
Jacomini L44] has developed a design procedure that takes into account

the clutter attenuation in the pass band, the response in a stop-band, anid
ripple in the pass band. A "cost" is assigned to each of these factors and
designs developed which minimize the overall "cost" of the filter. This
approach has the disadvantage that there is usually no straightforward means
for selecting the various costs. In practice, when the filter is being
designed, the improvement, I, is constrained to be some constant, the cost
is apportioned between the pass and stop bands, and the relative costs
adjusted until an intuitively satisfying filter response is obtained.
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More straightforward means for obtaining the same types of results are described
in following sections.

2. Filter Design by Linear Programming
The frequency response of transversal filters can be completely specified

by an equation which is a linear function of the C's (see Appendix F). This
fact simplifies the design of this class of filters, permitting use of well-
established linear programming techniques. Optimization by linear programming
makes use of the fact that, given a set of linear constraint equations, along
with an "objective function" which is also a linear equation, the extreme
value of the linear objective function lies on the boundary of the "feasible
region" which is defined by this set of constraint equations. This important
fact gives rise to the "simplex" method of linear programming; an optimization
scheme which methodically searches the boundary of the feasible region for
the extremum of the linear objective function.

When a desired filter response is to be approximated, several techniques
may be used to determine the appropriate filter coefficients: two of these
are the "least-mean-square-error" (LMSE) method and the "minimax" method.
The LMSE minimizes the least-mean-square error between the specified response
and the approximation for all frequencies of interest.

In the LSME method, if Q(w) is the specified response function and G(w)
is the response of the filter, the goal is to minimize

S2

ýR [G()- Q(to)]1 dw

where R is the frequency range of interest [451. For many applications this
method of filter design is desirable and is treated in Section 3. However,
simplex methods are not applicable for LSME specification since the resulting
equations are not linear.

The "minimax" method is used to reduce the maximum deviation from the
filter specification at a number of selected frequencies. The minimax formula
reduces

I 0(() - (W) max

for a number of discrete values of w contained in R, the frequency range of
interest. For example, a typical application might be to design MTI filters
with bounded ripple over some specified frequency range while maximizing
attenuation for undesired targets and clutter.

Such a minimax program was implemented on the Univac 1108 using a well-
known linear programming scheme .461 The procedure used was to identify
a number of frequencies at which the frequency response would be controlled.
At each of these frequencies, minimum and maximum values of frequency response
were specified. In addition, a linear objective function (LOF) was defined.
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For this work, the clutter attentuation divided by C was chosen as the LOF;
since C I 1 for most practical filters, minimizing ?lie LOF corresponded to
maximizing the clutter cancellation. The linear programming technique which was
used minimized the LOF, subject to the constraint that the frequency response
remain within the bounds established earlier. One substantial problem
encountered using this technique was that roundoff error seriously influenced
the clutter attenuation that could be calculated. Nevertheless, practical
filter responses could be developed using these techniques. A second
difficulty involved the large number of equations that had to be entered into
the program. Successful results were obtained for three- and five-pulse
filters, but greater than five pulses was beyond the scope of this program.

This linear programming scheme has been used to design a number of filter
responses. Most of the results discussed here will be for five-pulse filters.
The filter response for these five-pulse filters were specified in 250-Hz
intervals from zero to 2500 Hz, and the constraint at zero frequency was that
the response be non-negative.

Figure 29 shows three of the MTI filter responses were developed using
the program. The tradeoff between ripple and low-frequency clutter attentuation
can be seen clearly. The 3-dB filter has sharper low-frequency cutoff than
the 0.8- and 1.8-dB filters, thus increasing the attenuation for clutter and
slowly moving targets. With more available pulses, the cutoff slope could
be further increased (thus increasing clutter attenuation) while retaining
constant ripple.

The ripple constraint in the pass band can be made so restrictive that
the filter provides essentially no clutter attenuation, as is seen in Figure
30. When the ripple constraint for this particular filter was changed from
3 dB to 0.8 dB, it failed to provide appreciable attenuation for low frequencies.
The minimum specified frequency was 250 lHz.

This relationship between ripple and clutter attenuation was investigated
for five-pulse radar filters, resulting in the graph shown in Figure 31. The
curves show the ripple vs clutter attenuation relationship for 500 Hz and
750 Hz filters calculated using a 36-bit computer. Extensions to these curves
and slightly increased accuracy could have resulted if more computing accuracy
had been available. It is possible to project the clutter attentuation for a
wide variety of filters by using curves of this type.

All the filters previously discussed have been developed to suppress
clutter having a spectral width that is n.•rrow in comparison with the system
bandpass; the clutter has been treated essentially as ar impulse at zero
frequency. However, situations often arise in which targets or clutter lying
somewhat higher in frequency need to be suppressed. This may be caused by
unusual clutter Londitions or by the presence of undesired slowly moving targets.
A stop band which will suppress these freqitencies can be synthesized easily
by simply rewriting the system constraint equations to define these new
requirements. This will usually require that the ripple constraint be relaxed
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somewhat. In Figure 32 some low-frequency stopband filters with ripples of
1, 2, and 3 dB which were developed using linear programming techniques are

plotted. Not shown, however, are the low-frequency attenuation characteristics

below 30-dB attenuation. The 3-dB ripple filter achieved approximately 10 dB

more attenuation in the stop band than the 2-dB ripple filter. Similar
differences were noted between the I- and 2-dB cases.

These cases show the relationship which exists between ripple and clutter
attentuation for some practical filters, give guidelines for filter performance,
and demonstrate the use of filters with stop bands. In all of these filters,

performance was ultimately limited by the number of pulses available, and

processing larger numbers of pulses would have resulted in filters having
more desirable performance.

3. MTI Clutter Rejection Filters Using an rms Error Specification

The specific problem investigated was to maximize detectability of

moving targets over some range of Doppler frequencies while maintaining some

minimum clutter attenuation. The procedure used was to constrain the target-

to-clutter ratio improvement factor, I, to be some selected value while

minimizing the function

f r/2 -2S r (G(f) - F(f)) df

r

where

f = the pulse reprtition frequency,r

11 = a fraction 0q<0.5,

G(f) = the power response of the filter, and

G(f) = average response of the filter.

The choice of • amounts to establishing a pass band of interest; for the EAR

parameters, 1 = 0.1 corresponds to minimizing the error for targets above

approximately 30 mph. The value of G(f) was chosen equal to one.

The problem now posed is one which may be solved readily by Lagrange

multiplier techniques. The steps involved in solution of the problem are

(I) write an expression for the improvement, I, (2) write an expression for

the error, (3) apply Lagrange multiplier techniques, and (4) solve for the

coefficients. These steps are outlined in the following sections It is

worth noLing a related analysis has been performed by Martin [331, for cases

considered here, his analysis is a special case of the work which follows with

11=0.
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a. Improvement for an Arbitrary N-Pulse Canceller

As shown in Appendix F, the power response is

N

G() = + 2 i q cos qtut

q=l

a..d a Gaussian clutter power spectral density input is assumed,

C _ 2 /2a 2
-• uf2rr

c

The clutter output is given by Cout' where

f /2 N 2 2
r ( C -f /2a

Co = (C +2 C cos qwT) P e df
ou -f /2 0 q=l q c

2Sf r/2 N f2/02

=( + 2 C cos qwT) e df
0 0 q=l q c

Since a <<fr ,

CON / -f2 /12G2

C fut o (C0 + 2 L C cos qwT) (-c.- e c df

0 ~ q=\c.Lr

or

rrO f22 N co2/22
Co At 2C C e 2 df + 2 z (Cq cos qwT) (e /c)df

Nc" ""2 q21 2--

C out CC +2 L C q

which is the desired result.
The average target output power, T , is0

T. f
T --L r G(f) dfTo

r o

T. f. N~
f r + 2 L C cos 2nfqT df

r o L o q=l q -J

C T.
0 1
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Then
C

0

N= 2222
C 0+ 2 > C 2q T oc

q=l q

This expression checks with earlier results if the exponentials are
expanded in a Taylor series and the first non-zero terms retained. Consider
the three-pulse canceller where C0 = 6, C0 = -4, C2 =1. Then

- -2TT2T2a 2 -8T2T2 o2-,
c6 - 8 + 2e 8T2T2 0 c61_

2

substituting ex 1 +X + x
2

r

If

! ~fr = 5 x103

r = 0.22

X = 5.5 cm

are used to calculate i for the three-pulse canceller (C = 6, C 1 -4,
and C2 = 1), a value I = 83.01 dB is obtained, which agrees closely with
earlier results.

b. Error Statement
The error we have chosen to minimize over the reg'cn Ilf to f /2

is the function

f /2 2
E=Sr (G(f) - 1) df

Sf
r

Now,

[G(w) - 112  [C I + 2 C cos qwT] 2

0 q 6
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2 N N
(C - 1) + 4C° C cos qwT - 4 •-cos q +ut
0 0 ql q1q=1 q=1

N N
4 E Z CqCk cos qwr cos kwT

q=1 k=1

Therefore,

E = f f [G(f) - 1]2 df
'if

r

2 N N
= (CO - 1) (fr/ 2 )(l - 211) -2C°0 Z E cqCk frqk +

q=1 k=l

N N N
2 5 qr sin 271lq +4 Z 2_ q CqCkfrqk

q=1 Tq q=1 k=l

where

r sin 2Tr(q - k) _ sin 2 (gq + k)k
- 47(q-k) 4n(q + k) q 7-

1 iqk sin 4.e1"I
4, 2- q=k

c. Optimization
Using stand. d Lagrange multiplier techniques, we wish to minimize

F E'= - v) fr
r o

subject to the constraint that

Sconstant =y

This is done by solving the system of equations

6F _

0

-0
6CN
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Noting that a = ,k , these expressions are somewhat simplified; for a
fhree-pulse filter, 2his becomes

C (I - - 2C sin 2c 2 sin 4j + X(1 - y) = I -2q

_ 2 2 2 sin 2jjq
-2Co0in +C18aI + C2812 +( 2 - 2 Tc) = -2 I

-20.sin 8r 2 T 2 2 sin 4nTq-2Coo 2 rr + C18c21 + C28c22 + X(2e" GO -2 2Tr

2e.2 2T22 2T2 2

(1- y) C + C1 2 + C2 2e i" oc = 0

The system of equations readily expands for larger numbers of received
pulses. A computer program was written to solve for the C's for up to 100
pulses. Results obtained using this program are discussed in the next section.

d. Results
The filter responses for the conventional three-.pulse MTI filter

and one of the minimum-error filters designed for I = 60 dB is shown in
Figure 33. The improvement in detectability for targets having low-frequency
Doppler returns is evident.

The shape of the filter response is a function of the exact value of I
specified; Figure 34 shows results for optimur r.esponses for I = 10 dB,
30 dB, and 60 dB, indicating the increased ripple associated with larger
values of I. This illustrates the desirability of choosing I no greater
than necessary because of the consequent compromises in filter responses.

The flatness of the filter increases as the number of pulses processed
increases, but the number of ripples also increases. This is illustrated in
Figure 35 which shows responses for I = 60 dB for 3, 3, and 7 pulses processed.

Differences in responses for q = 0 and ] = 0.1 are not particularly
great, but the case ] = 0.1 does show a slight improvement in flatness of
response. Figure 36 compares results for 5-pulse response with I = 60 dB
for qI= 0 and ]] 0.1.
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4. Maximally Flat Non-Recursive Digital MTI Filters
The digital MTI filters designed up to this point have had ripples

in the pass band, with consequent variation in target detectability. This
variation is objectionable in some cases; therefore, maximally flat non-
recursive digital filter responses having a specified improvement factor have
been developed for consideration for implementation in the EAR radar system.

By a "maximally flat" filter is meant one having a number of its deriva-
tives with respect to frequency set equal to.zero at some specified frequency
or frequencies [41]. For the iFrI case, it is also required that these filters
have a certain specified amount of improvement in target-to-clutter ratio.
In addition, the filter must have a non-zero amplitude specified at a given
frequency, in order to prevent a solution which is identically equal to zero.

The procedure which was used to derive the maximally flat nonrecursive
digital MTI filters is described below. As before, the power response of the
filter is given by

N
G(w) = C + 2 Z C cos qWT

0 q1 q
and the target-to-clutter improvement, I, is given by

C

N1 0 2222
C0 + N Z: exp (2

q=l q
1

Following the above discussion, choose a value for I -, and choose G('rf ) r .
Then there are N-2 derivatives which may be set equal tý zero. The pointr
at which to set these derivatives equal to zero were chosen to be w = 0 and
w = irf r. The way that these derivatives are apportioned between these two
frequencies determines the shape of the filter characteristic.

A three-pulse canceller has only one derivative to set equal to zero; in
order to obtain a high-pass filter characteristic this derivative must be zero
for w = nfr" For the three-pulse canceller, the equations for the C's become

G(TTf) = i

2 
r

Y

The filter response for I = 60 dB, a = 8, and T = 1/f = 1/5000 is shownc r

in Figure 37. Figure 38 compares this maximally flat three-pulse filter
response with that of a minimum-rms-error three-pulse canceller, indicating
the improved flatness of response obtained using a maximally flat filter response.
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If N pulses are processed, there are N-2 derivatives which may be set
equal to zero, and these derivatives are specified at a = 0 and (1 = Tif

r
Define the order, i, of the filter as being the number of derivatives set
equal to zero at w = 0. Responses for filters with i = 0, and N = 3 and N 4
are compared in Figure 39, where it may be seen that increasing N has little
effect on the filter response. However, higher-order filters for N > 3,
permit establishment of a stop band to reject slowly moving targets. Responses
for N = 4 and N = 5 for variou,, values of i are shown in Figures 40 and 41 to
illustrate the shape of the pass and stop bands produced by various choices
of N and i.

F. MTI Processors Using Staggered prf
One of the serious limitations of the systems discussed up to this point

is that the filter responses exhibit so-called "blind speeds" -- target
radial velocities for which the filter output is zero. These speeds are those
for which the Doppler frequency is an integral multiple of the system prf.

If it is appropriately implemented, frequency agility may be used to
reduce effects of blind speeds on system performance. An analysis of the
effects of frequency agility on blind speeds is presented as Appendix D, where
it is shown that this technique is effective only against targets having large
radial velocities.

The other method for reducing the effects of blind speeds is the use of
prf stagger, that is, varying the interpulse spacing from interval to interval.
Use of stagger effects both the shape of the frequency response and the MTI
improvement, I of the system. An analysis of effects of prf stagger on
conventional IITI processors will now be briefly discussed.

Changing the interpulse period by a fraction, e, will greatly reduce the
depth of the nulls of the filter response and provide, in some cases, a
desirable response without blind speeds.

For a three-pulse filter having a stagger, e, about the center pulse
the impulse response, h(t), is given by

h(t) = 6(t + T(I-e)) - 2 6(t) + 6(t = T(l+C))
and the frequency response, G(w), of this filter is given by the Fourier

Transform of h(t),

G0w) 6 -8 cos wT cos wTe + 2 cos 2wT

Figure 42 shows the response of such a filter with values of e ranging
from 0 to 0.1, showing how the lower blind speeds are eliminated.

The reduction in I due to staggered prf may be determined as shown by
Nathanson [48].
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The residue, E (t), from a conventional three.-pulse canceller is
r

E r(t) E(t) - 2E(t-T) + E(t-TI-T2 )

where

E(t) = sample at time, t

T =T(I + e)

T2 T(I - :)

Then the mean square value is given by

Er (t) = [E(t) - 2E(t-TI) + E(t-TI-T2 ]

which reduces to

= 6E 2 (t) - ý[R(TI) + R(T 2 )] + - R(TI + T2 )

Let the normalized autocorrelation be defined as

p(T) = R(r)

E 2(t)

where R(T) is the autocorrelatzn function. Then,

2 2 2 2 +pT)+ E(pT1  2 '
Er (t) = 6E (t) - 3E (t)(P(Tl) + P(T2)) + -2(t)p(TI + T2)

and

E2(t) -Clutter Attenuation (I) 6 T2 6 - 8(p(TI1 + P(T 2) + 2p(TI1 + T 2)
E (t)+ 2T)

r

The staggar ratio, K, is defined as

K T2 /TI

Therefore,

6. 8(P(Tl) + p(KT1 )) + 2pLTT(1 + K)]



The improvement, I , with staggered prf is I multiplied by the average
gain (six)

I = 1
S -4(p(TI + p(KTI)) + V[TI(1 + K)]

The loss due to staggering is [40]

4a _T (2 K) 2 + 16 
2  (- K) 4

s 3T2 (1 + K)2 (1 + K)4

iX

'T 4 --o
v

where

X = wavelength (meters)

a = rms clutter velocity (m/sec)

So, Ls, the loss due to staggering is given by

L= X2 (1 - K) 2 + 16 4 K2 (1 - K') 4

s 2 22 2 412K
L12TT'2av (I + K) ( + K) 12

In Figure 43 1 for a three-pulse canceller has been plotted for various
stagger ratios.

Since both the frequency response curve and the tI improvement, I,
are affected by varying the interpulse period, the designs dev!loped for the
unstaggered case are not necessarily optimum for the staggered case as is
illustrated in Figure 44. The results shown in Figure 44 illustrate the
effects of prf stagger on the response of one of the minimum-rms error filters
developed earlier; in fact its response might L'- considered less desirable
than the conventional, response shown in Figure 42.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOLMENDATIONS

A. Primary Conclusions
The free-space performance of the EAR system may be seriously affected

by changes in Doppler frequency of the target. The region of optimum angle-
tracking accuracy of the EAR system is approximately four to seven kilometers,
depending upon the cross-section and physical size of the target. Clutter
cancellation of the EAR system will primarily be limited by analog-to-digital
conversion quantization noise.

The effect on system performance of changes in Doppler frequency of the
target may be minimized by using samples with non-integral sample weights.
The design procedures set forth in Section V produced significantly improved
MTI processors for'the unstaggered prf case, but vary little his been uone
in the case of staggered prf.

System perfor.i nce may be seriously limited by multipath returns when
tracking low-flying targets. These tracking errors are significant for
targets flying at altitudes less than approximately 1500 feet.

Frequency agility may be of appreciable help in reducing the efiect of
multipath returns on system performance. The effectiveness of frequency
agility in reducing multipath-induced errors is a strong functiorn of the
frequency-agility bandwidth used, the target heights, and the antenna height.
The 400-filz bandwidth which may be possible with a modified EAR would
significantly reduce these low-angle tracking errors, particularly for
higher antenna heights.

B. Principal Recommendations
Based on the information studied during this program, the following

recommendations are presented for the EAR development program.

(1) A flexible digital MTI filter or processor should be incorporated
into the system. The performance obtainable by the selection of sample weights
appears necessary if acceptable system operation over a wide range of target
Doppler frequencies is to be achieved.

(2) Stagger of the prf should be incorporated into the EAR system concept
in order to eliminate "blind speeds" of the system, and investigation of
improved MI. filters for staggered systems should be initiated.

(3) Frequency agility should be incorporated into the EAR system, both
to ieduce free-space tracking errors due to target glint, and to reduce low-
angle tracking errors due to multipath sigi.als. Weighing of the received
signals on the basis of the sum signal amplitude appears desirable.

Exzerimental evaluation of the EAR shouJ be paralleled by careful
theoretical studies as an aid in planning significant experiments and to
assist in interpreting results of these e).periments.
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Appendix A

CONVENTIONAL THREE-PLSE MTI FILTERS

Consider the two-delay filter shown in Figure A-i. The impulse response
of this configuration is

h(t) = 6(t) - 2 6(t - T) + 6(t - 2T)

In the frequency domain

H(w) = 1 - 2 ejWt + e2jit

and

G(w) = H(m) • H1(w) = 16 sin4 wT

It is interesting to examine the improqement in target-to-clutter ratio
when this canceller is used as an MTI radar processor. This calculation will
be made assuming a Gaussian frequency distribution of clutter power. The
total received clutter power will be denoted by C.

Let target power be distributed uniformly in frequency, with a power
of T. The input target-to-clutter ratio, ri, is then

T.
ri C

The output signal and clutter powers, T and C, must be computed, and
the output target-to-clutter ratio, r, will 0 then be

T
0*OC

0

The improvement, I, if any, is then

r T /C
0 2 0 0

r. TT.C_

Now,

f /2
r

C
0 (Clutter power spectral density) G(tp) df

-f /2
Ir

Preceding page blank
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f /2cr
-f /2 aVC exp(-f2/2c) "16 sin (nfT) df

_f/2 •c C-

r

where f r= pulse repetition frequency

ac = clutter power standard deviation

T = interpulse period 1/fr.

For small values of x

sin x ; x and sinx x 4

Then
16i 4 T4 C ( l f

Co l 4T4C •CO f 4 exp(_f 2 /2a2) df
0 c

• 48n4 T4 a 4 C
~C

The signal power out of the filter is now computed,

•'T . r4
T 16 sin (,wT/2) dw

r 0

f
T.r2 C 32n sin4 nfT df

r o

= 6T.

The output signal-to-clutter ratio, r, is

T 6T.
r 0 4 So CO 48#4c4

0 48-aTaC
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and

4
r If

r 8' cl~i 8c

If is often customary to dei.ite a = a X/2, where X wavelength (meters).
V c

Representative values of o are given in Table I, and Figure A-2 shows
I plotted as a function of a fv : values of f = 5 kHz and F = 5.5 GHz, where
F = radar frequency.

Some sample calculations ,.t the improvement obtainable can be made with
the use of Table II.

If one assumes

a = 0.22 (wooded hills, 20 kts)
v

X 5.5 cm

f 5 x 103 Hz.
then, r

I = 82.9 dB.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE CLUTTER SPECTRUM [52]

Source of Clutter Wind Speed (knots) a (m/sec)

Sparse Woods Calm 0.017

Wooded Hills 10 0.04

Wooded Hills 20 0.22

Wooded Hills 25 0.12

Wooded Hills 40 0.32

Sea Echo -- 0.7

Sea Echo -= 0.75 - 1.0

Sea Echo 8-20 0.46 - 1.1

Sea Echo Windy 0.89

Chaff -- 0.37 0.91

Chaff 25 1.2

Chaff -- 1.1

lain Clouds -- 1.8 -4.0

Rain Clouds -- 2.0
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Appendix B

LIMITATION IN IMPROVEMENT FACTOR CAUSED BY

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION

Since radar systems using digital processing must operate with a finite
number of bits, errors are introduced by the process of analog-to-digital
(A/D) quantization; these errors impose a limit c.n the MTI improvement that
can be obtained. In a system for which E is the value of the least-signifi-
cant bit, there is a possible error +E /2 0 in each conversion. This error
has a uniform probability density if-t~e least-significant bit is uncorrelated.

Let the error in quantization be e, and

e=0

E /2
2 2 2 2Cae (x2/Eo)dx E2/12,

E /2
0

2
where a is the quantization noise power.

e

In a nonrecursive filter such as those studied earlier, the noise power
out of the filter due to quantization, Pn' is

12 N

0 > 2_ AnPn 12 n
n=O

It has been shown [533 that if the filter output is from -1 to +1, the
pulse-to-pulse signal deviation due to quantizer noise is

1

(2m - ) iT3

where M is the number of A/D converter bits.

The limit this imposes on the improvement factor, I, is
M

I = 20 log (2 - 1) /1 .5

Since in a two-channel MTi there are two independent errors, then at
the output,

I = 20 log (2 -)/75-

For a nine-bit A/D converter, this is 52.9 dB, and for a nine-bit plus
sign conversion (ten bits) this is 58.9 dB.
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Appendix C

RANGE TRACKING

In conventional radar systems using analog signal processing, the
so-called split-gate range tracker is often used to track a desired target
in range. In a radar using digital signal processing, however, the conventional
split-gate range tracker cannot be used, since received signals are sampled
at discrete points. Nevertheless, the information obtained from these discrete
samples may be used to perform a range-tracking function.

Consider a representative received pulse (figure C-l) which is sampled
at points spaced A units of time ap8ý't. The c".crent estimate of pulse
position we designate by t and the pulse amplitude at t by Z . Associated
with Z are two other samples, z and 0, which occur at0times0t^-A and to+A
respectively. These three samples may now be used to calculate 2he erroroin
range, e , between t and some point on the received pulse. A number of
computational algorithms are possible; one which appears very similar to the
analog split-gate range-tracking scheme is

=K e
r 0

where K is a porportionality constant. Another algorithm which has been
proposed by the General Electric Company is

.~ L 0
r E+E 0

A brief analysis of the performance of these two range tracking algorithms
has been undertaken. There are a number of variables in such an analysis
that affect system performance, for example: the particular algorithm, the
transmitted pulse shape, the receiver bandpass, and the sample spacing. In
order to simplify the analysis, a rectangular transmitted pulse and a Gaussian
filter response were assumed.

The first step in the analysis was to calculate the received pulse shape
for a rectangular transmitted pulse and the appropriate receiver bandpass.
A Gaussian filter was assumed since this closely approximates the response
which will probably be implemented in the EAR system.

The frequency response of a Gaussian filter is given by [54]

H( ( ) A e 0 '35( /wc) 2

0

Preceding page blank
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Figure C-l. Reresentative received pulse shape showing the
samples used in the range-tracking algorithms.
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where,

H(w) - voltage output of the filter,

A = a scale factor,

w = angular frequency ( 2jTf)

Wc = 3-dB video bandwidth of the filter (in radians),

and the filter delay has arbitrarily been set equal to zero. In the above
expression, w , the 3-dB video bandwidth, is equivalent to half the 3-dB
bandwidth at •he IF frequency.

The response of such a Gaussian filter, a(t), to a unit step function
is [55]

ýA C11t

a(t) =2. (1 + erf A/.5

where

2 X 2
erf x L j' ey dy.

Therefore, the filter response, f(t), to a rectangular pulse of width, T, N
is given by

A A wt (t -tT)\

f(t) 0 1 + erf - 0 1 + erf 0

or Af(t) = A erf (0.845 wci t) - erf [0.845(t - T) Wc]l

This information was used to calculate sample values Z , Z, and Z
The range error was then calculated using each algorithm. esu~ts are plotted
as functions of Cr/K versus normalized time error t /T. The condition
t 1= 0 corresponds to the on-target sample coinciding with the leading
edge of the rectangular pulse input to the filter, while t 0 /T = 1 corresponds
to the trailing edge. Figure C-2 shows e /K as a function of t /T for the case
f 1=l (f3dB is the IF 3-dB bandwidth End sample spacing A/To= 1. Figure
C- is the same type of presentation for f dB = 2. The actual performance
of the EAR system probably lies somewhere 6etwe,•n these two cases.

The performance of the two tbackinS Algorithms in the presence of receiver
noise is an important system design con-ideration While an exact analysis
is beyond the scope of this projecc, an approximate analysis gives useful.
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insight into the performance of the two algorithms.

Assume n , n , and nj are the noise voltages associated with Ze, Zo,
and 7., respectively. Then for the conventional tracking algorithm

.- (Z•+n) n (X• + ) n

e = L L"e eSr =0 
+ n0

Assume the signal-to-noise ratio is greater than one, such that

0 0 0

Then

Sr e e
E_ r KL

0

If n• and n are uncorrelated, and their noise powers are both equal to n,
and the range tracker is on target (Z - e = 0), then the rms range error

due to noise, a rnisgvnb

0 rn

If SIN is the signal-to-noise power ratio, then

r = K-• •rn

While strictly true only for large S/N, the general prediction, that
range errors are directly related to K and inversely related to the signal-
Sto-no,'se ratio, appears to be indicative of the performance for other cases
as well.

Figures C-2 and C-3 show that e/K is a much more nonlinear function of
range error for the conventional algorithm than for the General Electric
algorithm. They- also show that the conventional algorithm is relatively
insensitive to small variations in position about the true pulse location,
particularly for the case f T = 2, as evidenced by the small slope of
e /K at t /T = 0.5. Because of the nonlinearity of the conventional algorithm,
iE would appear that any assumed value of K for tlis system would be only
approximately correct over the region 0 5 t IT S 1; it appears that this
average K would closely approxir;:.c ;.he value of K for the General Electric
algorithm. so the noise performancc would be approximately the same for the
two cases. These results indicate substantial advantages in using the algorithm
"proposed by General Electric. Realistic values of K for the two algorithms
are comparable, indicating comparable noise performance. The greater linearity
of the General Electric algorithm and the fact that it remains bounded for large
errors offer substantial advantages. Partially offsetting this advantage is
the fact that the conventional algorithm tracks with a sample on the center of
the pulse, thus providing the maximum signal-to-noise ratio.
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Appendix D

EFFECTS OF FREQUENCY AGILITY ON BLIND SPEEDS

Changing the carrier frequency of MTI radar has no effect on the
frequency response of the filters, but the target blind speeds, V are
shifted slightly, since

V N 0.29 prf (knots) N = I, 2.....

prf = pulse repetition frequency (Hz)

F = radar frequency (GHz).

In a frequency-agile radar the blind speeds vary from pulse to pulse,
yielding a velocity response that is the sum of the output at each frequency.

Figures D-1 and D-2 show the response for a frequency-agile radar
operating with two frequency step sizes. Figure D-1 is for 50-MHz step size
and Figure D-2 is for 31.25-Mlz step size. The starting frequency is 5.3 GHz,
and the stopping frequency is 5.6 GHz for Figure D-1 and 5.8 GHz for Figure D-2.

It may be noted that a marked change is made in the velocity response
without benefit of pulse staggering, but approximately 20 dB null- are present
at the lower blind speeds.
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Appendix E

COMPUTER PROGRAM

In this appendix is presented the FORTRAN V computer program used in the
computation of multipath errors in the EAR system. The subroutines listed
are representative of those employed in the generating data for this report;
however, various slightly modified versions were used as necessary to produce
special outputs.

A Preceding page blank
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CALL PLOTS(Il3UF(1)v5ooop2)

900 FOR'.i"TC'ONO PREDICTION FILTER. FREQUENCY AGILE#)
DIMrN IONJ NARRAY(5p000.X(lp00).ERRFTC1nOO)
DIMENSION SLOGG(1000)

_RSA T A j0~,)
RD=1870./PI

10o FOR'IAT()
i-L.El-qR'.iATA!90ENT1~'x A RO)________
102 FORMiAT(t BYE;)

PI.02=-IL2.-
IDSTRT=-200
JDSJOP=200
ILAsT=dbOO

800 FbR44AT(9OENTER TRHANTpDLtVEL')
REA0(5tIQ0) THANT#DLEM
RrlO=0.

____AI(S:8593'4 _________________________

10 WRiTE(6p,101T
REA)(5eioOENl=999pERR=999) H-A,HTtRSTARTtVpPR 'FFREQpRHQ

940 FR-AAT(OOENR PSTARTPFSTOP#FSTEPI)
REA 00o) FSTART#FSTOPFSTEP
RANGE:RSTýIRT*60009, ________________________

THTSASIN4( (H~T-HA)/RAN3E)

DELTAT=450/PRF
T=Q.
IFREQGINT( CFSTOP-FSTART)/FSTEP)+I

FMO)V.o3)(4 50. IFRr0)
F RE fl) FREQ +FklO'7*STE P
THS-AN:T.1SCAN.ANE-RR-

CALLERRO (HA #THANT# rTt RAIE' tALA%~.A.ICERRpt VRHOTHTTUSCAN, TfFREOP
C P~~STARTFSTOPtFSTE:PP,PRF;VE.LGC

T=T+DELTAT
X X=Tv~t"ANJWANT

____XCI )XX+AIGEqR____________ ___ ___

ERR:XX-T-4T - ______

____ERRFT CI) :RA4GE.E-RR/RD

F i,-ire le- I N air, Computer program~.
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=RAI!$E*COSCTHT/RD) V.6.V*7b*ELTf5- ________

RAN3E=SQRTIY**2+ (-1T-.A) **2)

LC.NT=200 ______ ________________

LCtiLCtJT-ý __________

DO_40 1=1vL'T ______________________

TH-St" A N: -ICA NIAN3rRR
CALL ERRO (HA, THANJT t HTPRAjGEt ALAM ANGERR V t RHO# THT tL;ASCAltJTtREQ t
C FSTARTFSTOP,FSTEýPIPRFOLEVSLO'GG(I+3))

T=T+DELTAT__________________ ____

XX: tr4A NIT + THSC4AN
XCI+ 3 )=XX+ANIGERR
ERR: XX -TH-T
ERRFT (1+3) :RANIG7*ERR/RQ_ _____________

- Y=RANGES*-OS( THT/R6))-V*-6.*DOLTArT/3.6

IF(FREoj.GE_,FSTOP) PR-4o=FSTART-FSTEP

CALL DIST(ARRAYpERRFTpIOST'RTtID TOP# LCNTt ICNTv IOVERP IUNDER)

928 FOR.IAT(IOENTER 1 TO PLOT DATA')
REA)(t100 NPLOT___-_____

NCNT:NICNT+l
____ I.tl;PLOTcJE.I) GO TO 9Pa3-___ ____ ____

IFeJCNIT.GT.1) GO TO 929

VTITLErI)zt
777 CONJTI'IUE

VTITLrE(1,=ltRROR

VL3ND:)-40O.

926 FORMiAT(12A6)
WRITE CG,927)

927 FORmtAT(#0O-NTER TITLE FOR HOR AXIS,)

- READ (5t 926) _TI TLE
929 HLB9'O:TO

CALL SI NIPL(E-RRFT.LCNIT VL~3N)eVU3NIDH-L8NIDHu)RMD.VTI TLEeNTITLE)
923 -CONTINIJE

_WRITE-(6,920) RA4E,"'i S

920 FORMAT(IORNIGE =40:7,1,1 FEETtel,5p, ITERATIONJS')

919 FORAAT('0ENlTE' 1 TO CONJTINUE t)
__. _READ)(c3,00) SJCO'IT

IFc'-ONT.EO.n GO TO 918 -

999 -- C0tTINO~E
CALL PLOT(j0.vO,.9n9)

0 0



COMPLE-X FUNC^TIONGAIN(TH,ýSCAN4THeN)
THSCA\=AJS cSCANTqH)-
COMPLEX TPARG______ ___

PI=2*P102 ___

R):ý=18O,/ iPI
4 THZýRo=.73 + *27*(THSCANI/40,)

-0-5-- '.5;*(TFSA/;
THM= (TH4-TH7--R0 I /R0
Tl1P=CT.H+TrZERO)/RJ --.'
lJM1:*33o9*PTrSINI(THM)___

T4=:'*P102*72.8*CVOS(UM1)/(PlO 2**P-UM**2)
TP: ' *PI02*72.8*COS(UP)/(PIO?**2-UP**2)
ARG=C'.'PL.X(O.,,P102) ____

I~CJ.E.2) T=TMA-TP )C P!R ,

RETUR?4 _________________ ___

EN D

Figure E-2. Subroutine GAIN
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SUBOUTINý DIST NARRAY pX pISTARTP ISTOPP ICOUNTt ICNT# IOVER tIUNOER
4 DI4ENSION NARRAY(50l00)

1O00J..OR4ATpOO2ISTRI3UTIONPJfANGrS FrOM ltI6t* TO',I610e.)___
101 OR"A f0V.-IERE W'ERE *eI'k.t POINTS THAT WERE OUT OF RANGE OF THE DI
..~$RLUTIý_APA

.102 -FORMAT(,O -MEDIANJ ISI#15)
~~5RMT !0 ?.,,1 Iq Po rýLrs~~wEF- _!.ER j~t TR V R f _ _ _
P13NS=ISTOP-ISTART

XiF(NBINS.GT.5000) GO TO 999

I TOP=ISTART

10 NARRAYUI)Z

I ELY1LIf.L ± 'JT (XILL- r,) - ST An T
IF(IX*GToITOP) ITOP=IX

-VlOT=IX -__________

IFcIXGT,.N3I.N6) IOVER!iovzE+j

~~Ay r~RR AY T X)+ t
V GO TO 20

20 CONTINJUE

ICNTIlCOtJNT-I
_____IBoT:7o+jSART

ITODZITOP'4IS'rIRT

SUYI=01
C- 4 0 2LE1L!NflT N SN

__SU,44ARRAY (1),/FLOAT (ICNr) +StJM
i)GO 'TO 999 N

999 CU-1TIklUE,

RETU4 RN



___ SUBROUJT INE SThJDEV YvICU'.JT)
31IEj-NSION XCI)

S=S+iXCI)
XS'J:X(J)**p _______ .

XAVW^IS/ICOuNT

__ WRITE(6!100) XAVG .4

100 FOR\¶jAT(9O AVE;RAGF rs'.F6.1)

200 FOR'4ATCtO STANDOARD DEVIATION IS'.P6.1)

Figure E,-4. Subroutine STNDEV.
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C FR.osTARTvCSTOPpFcSTEpvPRF#0LEVtSLOGlT
COMI-EXT3pT~pT5tT~pT9pTl0#T~ll?_12________________

C0.%iL~x_$AINEXPtRATIO __________________

AKS=. 845+ -335* 1TH.SCAV-.4.________________

PI :ATAN2(O 0, ,___________-1,____________

RO~luo,/PI

IF (1ý40DJE.STPFSTEQPRE%) FR0PTR~STEP

I F(I 140)..N4E. n) _1CNTt~lCNT+1_________

__ AL:A'iz99843/FREQ_

TrtT=ASIN((HT-HIA) /RANGE)
- THT=THT*R:) _________

THIM=-ATANk2( U!l~tHT~ t ~ _____ ____-v---)

RANJ4iL=SQRT(Y**2+(HT-A b'i,**2)
..-DELTAR=4.*pI*HA. (HA+!t) /_(ALAU* N G E)_

THB-EAM=iTHtANT+THSCAH

S. TH2=TH1Il-THBEA%

T6=GAIN(TdI#,A~SCAN#2)

7; 3 AIN (T i2 fT HSC A NI
T8=T6 *.RCS(THl)

TlO=R4o~t.C-XP(r-xp) T7#*RCS(T042)
T11i =4O*Ro*CxP (2*EX0l;T70CS (JH2)__-
D:TB4T9+TlO+TlI

T3=Tl*RCS(T~l4)
-,T4i:R'I*CEXP(EXP)*T1*RCS(H1~i) - .--. -,-,--

T5:iR4'3'C-XP(EXP) *T2.R^cS(Tdi2)
T12=R.40RIC=-Xp(2*E-Xp)*T2*41' ,tTH2)
S:T3+T4+T5+T12

P &" -iiEbrouiine E'IRRO.
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I ) =2
RA T I"D/ s
XAm3 ( I) =AK S*A IMAG (R AT.1 0)________

IDEL5LzSLO9(-)-LS(
--- 72SL _qT_#D.EV)_XANaI I=XANJG 1-1)

X=X+XAN*G(I)
E_ OR,.A T-()____ ____

FREr01=FREO+. 000001
IF( (FRro1,.ST*FsToP tAN.Jaj C-'ITt.EQOý F 3))FS.TABT~mSTEp..____

-SLOSIL.SLO3, I)

ATT4.01RREX -4

R ET URIN

Figure E-5. (contd)
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FUNCTION RCS(TH)
OATA R{J/57,29578/
THR Ts-Ti/RD

T=COS( THR)**2

ENO

Figure E-6. Subroutine RCS.
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APPENDIX F

FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF NONRECURSIVE DIGITAL FILTERS

The nonrecursive digital filter is illustrated in Figure F-I. This
processor is typified by simplicity vi analysis, economical hardware imple-
mentation, and short settling time.

The output of the filter is formed frun: a weighted sum of ihe previous
N + 1 input samples, where N is the number of delay elements. It follows
directly from Figure F-I that h(t), the impulse response of the filter, is
given by

h(t) = A0 6(t) + A1 6(t-T) + A2 6 (t-2T) + ... + A:. (t-NT)

N

k=O A 6(t-kT),

where 6(t) represents a unit impulse, and An is the weight of the Nth sample.

To compute the complex frequency response of the network, H(w), tile

Fourier Transform is applied to (1), yielding

N
Z(• = -jkwT

H(o*) k=O Ak e (2)

The power response of Lhc filter, G(w), is then

N

G(w) = H(w) . H* (w) = C + 2 Z C cos(qwT), (3)

N-q

where C = Ak A 0 <_ q S N.
q j0 k+q OqN

Equation 3 will be recognized as a truncated Fourier Series, whose
coefficients are simple combinations of the filter coefficients.

Preceding page blank
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